Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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BASEBALL MEMORIES:
Many of you know that I am an eclectic collector. My anal retentive mentality knows no bounds.
One of my favorite collections is called baseball 1951.
Why?
Well, in 1964 my parents employed a houseman. Charlie received his Draft Notice and was
headed to Viet Nam; Charlie decided to relocate my autographed baseballs and push button knife
collection to a locale more proximate to him. One thing that Charlie left me was my 1951 Tiger’s
ball.
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In re Estate of MILMET
STATE OF MICHIGAN COURT OF APPEALS
–continued–
I loved 1951. The Tigers had come close to winning the pennant in 1950; failing only because of
an Aaron Robinson misplay. Away games were not yet regularly broadcast on TV, but somehow
we were treated to season ending night games from Cleveland. We all looked forward to ‘51 as a
pennant winning year. Also, the All Star game was played in Detroit in ‘51 and I looked forward
to that, but for my parents shipping me off to camp. The Tigers landed George Kell and Vic
Wertz on the A. L. Team.
I then recalled that ‘51 was the 50th Anniversary of the American League and the 75th of the
senior circuit. It was also the 50th Anniversary of the American Association at a time when triple
A-ball was nearly as good as the bigs. In mid season, Bob Cain walked the midget Eddie Gadel.
October brought the shot heard round the world.
I decided to acquire everything that remotely touched upon baseball and ‘51. Each teams’
yearbooks, autographed balls, aluminum coin schedules, baseball cards, (Bowman and Topps) all
the relevant sports magazines, etc, etc, etc. Sometime in 2005 I double checked on that Tiger ball
Charlie left me and discovered it was a 1947.
Memories are the only refuge from which man cannot be driven.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Disclaimer
Agreement to Disclaim
Invalidity of Disclaimer – Effect

Petitioners, through counsel, developed a plan of tax avoidance. Allegedly, Respondents
disclaimed an interest in a Marital Trust in exchange for an agreement to pay the value of those
interests at a later date. Respondents alleged Petitioners/Appellants breached and sought, inter
alia, rescission of the Disclaimer. Fraud, breach of contract and fiduciary duty were also alleged.
The Lower Court said EPIC says under MCL 700.2910(1)(a) a Disclaimer is barred if it is based
upon a contract “for such a transaction”. The Lower Court, rather than finding the Disclaimer
invalid, said in effect that since a valid Disclaimer could not be based on an agreement, the
agreement was invalid and, therefore, the Disclaimer was valid. To enforce the agreement would
permit a result prohibited by statute.
The Court of Appeals reversed and said the Lower Court should have tried the “fact” as whether
an agreement existed, and if it did exist the Lower Court should find the Disclaimer invalid as a
barred transaction and return the parties to the status quo.
All underlying claims were also preserved on remand.
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